
Images & appeals for online action on 
climate change & carbon pollution 

Findings from a Facebook ad project  
in partnership with Green for All 



Background 
•  In summer-fall 2014, Green for All, a nonprofit that works for a green economy that lifts people 

out of poverty, sought input from communities of color around the country on two climate change 
initiatives being pushed by the Obama Administration: (1) assistance being considered by the 
White House Task Force on Climate Preparedness and Resilience and (2) the Environmental 
Protection Agency’s proposed carbon pollution limits for power plants. To assist Green for All – 
and to simultaneously test images and online appeals related to climate change and carbon 
pollution – Resource Media ran Facebook paid ad campaigns to reach African American and/or 
Latino Facebook users in selected cities and encourage participation in the two online survey 
questions shown above. 

•  The Climate Change Impacts Survey asked respondents to identify concerns important to them 
in dealing with increasing impacts from climate change. The question was tailored by region to 
note the climate impacts most likely in that area, but the list of concerns remained the same 
everywhere, from financial costs to health to reliability of basic services to jobs (see full list in the 
survey screen shot above right). It was promoted to African American and Latino Facebook users 
in New York City and Miami, to African-American Facebook users in Philadelphia, Atlanta, and 
New Orleans, and to Latino Facebook users in Los Angeles, Albuquerque and Tucson.  

•  The Air Pollution and Energy Survey asked for a rating on the importance of strong action “to 
reduce power plant carbon pollution that causes problems for air quality and health as well as 
global warming impacts like more severe storms or drought.” It was promoted to African 
American Facebook users in Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee and Houston.  

•  Both surveys were hosted on Green for All’s website. The Climate Change Impacts Survey was 
promoted in August, the Air Pollution and Energy Survey in September. 
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Research design 
•  For the two surveys, we designed ad sets by city and utilized Facebook’s Ads Manager options 

to enable two to six ads to “compete” with each other in each location so we could compare 
performance. We tested visual appeals around health, jobs, children, air quality, energy, and 
climate change impacts such as heat, severe storms, aftermath from storms, drought and 
wildfire. Which would work well? Which wouldn’t? What could we learn about images and 
appeals in this initial project to begin to help groups with their visual communications on these 
issues and to also inform future research? 

•  Where possible we used images local to the audience for the posts, such as a severe storm over 
Atlanta for Facebook users in the Atlanta area. In other cases, such as with ads related to jobs 
and health, we tested the same image in multiple cities. All ads ran in Facebook users’ news 
feeds with brief text above and below the image that remained constant across all ad variations 
within each survey campaign. In keeping the post text constant, we sought to ensure that 
differences in engagement would be attributable to the image/appeal differences. 

•  We focused on a few key metrics to evaluate the ads:  

– Click rate: the total number of clicks an ad receives divided by the total number of times it is 
displayed. This tells us how well an ad is doing at drawing eyes and interest. In our tests, we 
saw click rates range from .5% to 2.5%. Of course, some ads may do well at drawing clicks, 
but not at generating participation in the online survey. 

– Cost per conversion and conversion rate. The conversion rate is the percentage of clicks to 
the survey that result in a a completed survey submitted. The cost per conversion is the total 
spent to promote an ad divided by the number of completed surveys from it. This metric 
indicates how well an ad is doing on both click rate and conversion rate at the same time since 
an ad that’s doing well on one and poorly on the other would see a higher cost per conversion 
than ad ad that’s doing well on both.  

Template	  for	  ads	  linking	  to	  the	  Climate	  Change	  
Impacts	  Survey	  (climate	  impacts	  tailored	  by	  region)	   Template	  for	  ads	  linking	  to	  the	  

Air	  Pollu@on	  and	  Energy	  Survey	  
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Findings overview 
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Images of ominous, threatening storms were pretty good at generating both clicks and 
online action-taking, likely due to the emotional response they can elicit (alarm/danger) and a 
direct visual connection for viewers to an ask related to climate change.  

The storm aftermath photos we tried in our project (such as flooding) were good at 
drawing interest (clicks) but were less effective in generating action-taking than dramatic 
images of a dangerous storm. It’s possible that many viewers were clicking on the aftermath 
scenes we tried for reasons unrelated to the climate change topic of the action ask. More testing 
is needed to see if storm aftermath images would do better on conversion rates when used closer 
in time to when the extreme storm that caused the damage occurred. Future testing should also 
try storm aftermath images that include a person up-close and facing the camera. Both of these 
elements could be important in improving action rates. 

Very tight shots of a person’s expressive face and eyes that feel real and authentic – not 
staged or stock – draw attention. But such images in our project that lacked other context (i.e. 
they just showed a face) performed only so-so; they were perhaps too “generic.” 

A fire damage image that featured a firefighter up close looking toward the viewer worked 
better than other wildfire images we tried in the Southwest that didn’t include this 
element. So here, with the firefighter’s face close-up, we did see an aftermath image bringing in 
the human element performing better. 

Text overlay can help turn an otherwise rather generic image into an ad that strikes a more 
emotional chord if the appeal presses the right button for the audience.  

Juxtaposition can be an effective way to up the impact of visuals. We saw this in ads we 
tested related to air pollution. 

Tailoring by location is important. For example, in Cleveland visuals depicting clean power 
generation (wind and solar) were a particularly strong way to engage and activate our audience, 
whereas a jobs appeal worked best in Detroit. 

Timing can matter. A hurricane-related image in Houston during hurricane season got the 
highest click-rates of the entire project. It was a case where the image and appeal were well-
timed to current events.  

Image quality can matter – elements such as contrast, lighting, perspective, and getting 
close. But image quality can’t carry the day on its own; tugging at emotional chords is still key.  



Storms 
•  In Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Milwaukee and Detroit, we tested ads using storm images such 

as those shown above. In Miami, New York, and Houston, we tested storms using hurricane 
imagery, which we’ll turn to on the next page. 

•  The ad at the top of the page of a storm over Chicago drove the vast majority of Air Pollution 
and Energy Survey completions in Chicago, with a very good click rate and the lowest overall 
cost per conversion of any ad we tested in any city. A similarly dramatic shot of a storm over 
Atlanta (see p. 8) was a top-performing ad in Atlanta on the Climate Change Impacts Survey.  

•  In contrast, the other storm image shown above – lightning over Detroit – did not fare well in 
Detroit; it got some clicks but drove little action-taking. The same was true of lightning-at-night 
images we tried in Cleveland and Milwaukee. 

•  What explains the difference? As is often the case, it’s probably about emotion, in this case 
triggered by danger. Where the top photo from Chicago is frightening (almost apocalyptic), the 
lightning image from Detroit is not – it could actually be seen as rather pretty. In the top photo, 
the sky is ominous with dark clouds and heavy contrast; in the lightning-at-night image, the sky 
could be clear (it’s just dark because it’s nighttime). If you looked out your window, which of 
the two images above would make you feel most alarmed? People may click on images for 
many reasons, but triggering emotion is helpful in motivating action-taking, and dramatic 
storm shots like the one from Chicago at the top appear to do that.  

NOT	  EFFECTIVE	  
(Detroit)	  
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EFFECTIVE	  
(Chicago)	  



Storms 
•  In Miami, Houston, and New York City, our ads featuring storms – in this case hurricanes – also 

did better than most others at driving online action-taking. The first ad at the top of the page ran 
in Houston and a similar version with an aerial satellite image of Hurricane Sandy ran in New 
York (see p. 7). The other image above ran in Miami.  

•  In the same way that dramatic severe thunderstorm images worked in Chicago and Atlanta, 
these hurricane aerials and battering winds/sea images are likely also emotion-inducing, again 
from the locally real and relatable danger they portray. Among all ads we tested linking to the 
Climate Change Impacts Survey, the stormy shoreline one above produced the best combination 
of click and conversion rates and drove survey completions at lowest cost. 

•  It’s also notable that the hurricane aerial ad in Houston generated the best click rate of any ad in 
our project overall by a sizeable margin. It may speak to timeliness. Although no hurricane was 
bearing down on the Texas coast during the time that we ran the hurricane aerial ad in Houston, it 
was hurricane season and various tropical storms and hurricanes in the broader region were in the 
news. This connectivity to a timely and present concern for our audience in Houston certainly 
could have helped engagement. 

EFFECTIVE	  
(Houston)	  

EFFECTIVE	  
(Miami)	  
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Storm aftermath 
•  Images of severe storms were effective in generating both clicks and conversions in our tests, 

but what about photos showing the aftermath of severe storms, such as downed trees, flooded 
streets, or damage to public transportation? To investigate, in some cities we tested a storm 
image head to head with a storm aftermath image.  

•  We found that the storm aftermath images were engaging – they drew click-rates as high 
or higher than the storm images – but they were less effective in generating online actions, 
in this case completion of the Climate Change Impacts Survey. As a result, the cost per 
conversion for storm aftermath ads was not as good. 

•  The most dramatic example of this difference came with the pair of ads shown above. These 
ran in New York City – a Hurricane Sandy aerial vs. a flooded New York subway tunnel 
caused by Hurricane Sandy. As noted previously, the aerial did well on netting both clicks 
and conversions. The flooded subway also drew clicks at a good rate – actually a little better 
than the hurricane aerial – but it did very poorly on conversions. 

•  In other online ad-testing projects, we’ve seen similar examples of ads that may be good at 
drawing eyes and interest to click, but don’t lead to high enough rates of action-taking. We 
think this can happen when viewers may be drawn to click for reasons disconnected from the 
campaign issue or ask; for example, is my subway line flooded today? Is this current news?  

GOOD	  CLICK-‐RATE	  
GOOD	  CONVERSION	  RATE	  
(New	  York	  City)	  

GOOD	  CLICK	  RATE	  
BAD	  CONVERSION	  RATE	  
(New	  York	  City)	  
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Storm aftermath 
•  In the other cities where we tested both storms and storm aftermath images the 

discrepancies were not as dramatic as in the previous example shown with the New York 
subway picture. But the trend was the same – good click rates, worse conversion rates for 
the storm aftermath images than the dramatic storm photos.  

•  The downed trees image above is from a neighborhood in Atlanta; we tested it against the 
severe storm scene at the top of the page, also from Atlanta. Like the effective Chicago 
storm image discussed on page 5, this severe storm image in Atlanta has good contrast 
to show ominous, dark clouds and convey danger; it was the top performing ad in 
Atlanta. The downed trees image generated the same rate of interest from viewers in 
terms of clicks, but did not lead to conversions as effectively. So costs per conversion for 
the aftermath ad were about 60% higher than for the storm version.  

GOOD	  CLICK-‐RATE	  
MEDIOCRE	  CONVERSION	  RATE	  
(Atlanta)	  

GOOD	  CLICK-‐RATE	  
GOOD	  CONVERSION	  RATE	  
(Atlanta)	  
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•  The ad shown at right is another example 
of the same trend. This picture from 
Miami ran head to head with the image of 
the storm battering the shore shown on 
page 6. Again, viewers clicked at similar 
rates but took action less often after 
clicking on the flooded car image vs. the 
storm photo.	  



Heat 
•  Many of the cities in our project face more frequent and intense heat waves as a result of 

climate change. None were in a serious heat wave during our study, but since 
temperatures were still warm we tested a couple of images connected to heat.  

•  The two versions shown above competed with each other in Atlanta, linking to the 
Climate Change Impacts Survey. We were interested to learn whether the brightly 
colorful downtown Atlanta “heat island” graphic might pop visually and interest Atlanta 
viewers. It did not. The graphic yielded the lowest click-rate of any ad in our project. This 
is only the second non-photo graphic that we’ve tried as part of Facebook ad-testing 
projects this year, but neither have fared well in comparison with versions making the 
same appeal with a photo. 

•  The ad with the man wiping sweat from his brow wasn’t the top-performing version in 
Atlanta (the severe storm was), but it easily performed better than the heat island graphic 
and we tried it again in other cities as part of the Air Pollution and Energy Survey.  

•  Results were similar everywhere on the man wiping his brow: it performed middle of the 
pack, not too well but not the worst. Its strength is that it’s a very up-close shot of a 
person’s expressive face and the photo feels real and authentic rather than staged or 
stock. Its weakness is that even though authentic in feel, it could still be any man 
anywhere rather than locally relatable. Heat simply doesn’t appear to strike the same 
emotional chord as effective local storm images. Perhaps it could during a heat wave.  

NOT	  EFFECTIVE	  
(Atlanta)	  

SOMEWHAT	  EFFECTIVE	  
(Atlanta)	  
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Wildfire in the Southwest 
•  For the Climate Change Impacts Survey in the Southwest we tested appeals related to two 

impacts in the region associated with climate change: drought and wildfire. On click-rates, 
many of the ads we promoted to Latino Facebook users in Tucson, Albuquerque and Los 
Angeles did well. But survey submissions were low across the board compared to other 
regions. As a result, in reporting on these ads we have to rely more on click rates. More 
research is needed on the action-taking component with the Latino audiences we attempted 
to reach in these cities.  

•  In Albuquerque, we tested the pair of ads shown above – a wildfire blazing in a New 
Mexico forest vs. the fire aftermath scene with the firefighter up close. The forest fire 
image did fairly well in drawing eyes and interest to click. It’s a visually interesting photo, 
bringing the viewer close to intense and massive flames and pulling our eyes with 
remarkable lighting and contrast.  

•  But the firefighter photo performed better; it generated a better click-rate and drove survey 
completions. While the forest fire image is a very high quality photo that pops visually, it 
may not trigger too much emotion for a viewer who may not feel at risk from forest fire or 
relate closely to forests or forest damage. The image showing fire damage and the 
firefighter brings in the human element of threat/impact to people and property, as well 
as the struggle of dealing with it that comes through in the eyes of the somber firefighter 
looking right at us. 

FAIRLY	  ENGAGING	  
(Albuquerque)	  
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MORE	  ENGAGING	  
(Albuquerque)	  



Wildfire & drought in the Southwest 
•  In Los Angeles, we found little difference in engagement rates between images of 

drought and images associated with wildfire. Both worked okay in attracting clicks 
among Latino Facebook users in the L.A. area. As noted earlier, survey completion rates 
were low.  

•  The wildfire image shown above – a photo of fires raging near homes in the Los Angeles 
metro area – drew just about the same click-rate as the forest fire image on the previous 
page that we tested in Albuquerque. We were curious whether the scene of fires blazing 
nearer to homes in the L.A. area would prove more engaging given the more imminent 
danger to people and property, but the image we tried is probably taken from too far 
away for that threat to come across clearly enough. In future testing it would be good to 
try to address that shortcoming.  

•  The Los Angeles firefighter image shown above did not prove as engaging in L.A. as the 
firefighter image we just reviewed on the previous page for Albuquerque. While there 
are other variables at play when we try to compare results on ads run in different cities, 
we were not surprised to see the image used in Albuquerque – with the firefighter 
looking straight out at the viewer – work better. We are drawn to faces and eyes looking 
at us, and we’ve seen that borne out in other image-testing projects as well.  

IN	  LOS	  ANGELES,	  THESE	  
THREE	  ALL	  RECEIVED	  SIMILAR	  

CLICK-‐RATES	  (DECENT)	  
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Clean energy jobs 
•  We tested the image above in Miami (linking to the Climate Change Impacts Survey) and in 

Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee and Houston (linking to the Air Pollution and Energy 
Survey in those four cities). It often worked. This visual drew good click-rates everywhere, 
and in Milwaukee and Detroit it was in the top two among all ads tested in those cities in most 
cost effectively driving survey completions (#1 in Detroit and #2 in Milwaukee).  

•  In Miami, Chicago, Cleveland and Houston, click rates on this ad were good, but as we’ve 
already seen it was the effective storm image ads in Chicago, Houston, and Miami that 
produced the best conversion metrics (shortly we’ll see which appeal fared best in Cleveland).  

•  In Miami, it may well be the case that this appeal didn’t work as well due to a less clear and 
direct connection to the survey question there. The Climate Change Impacts Survey did 
mention job creation, but it was buried among the answer choices. At quick glance, that 
question was about climate change and extreme weather. A clean energy jobs angle was much 
more obvious in the Air Pollution and Energy Survey, by its very name and its focus on the 
power sector. 

•  In previous national focus groups on clean energy images, we had seen positive response to 
images like this one showing multiple clean energy workers working together. But we had not 
seen major emotion sparked by these types of on-the-job photos, so we weren’t sure how this 
one would fare. Its good click-rates – and its top performance in Detroit and Milwaukee 
among African-American Facebook users there – indicate that it likely did elicit some 
emotion. And as we’ve seen in other testing projects, the right text overlay can also help 
turn an otherwise fairly flat image into one that strikes a more emotional chord. We also 
know that positive solution-oriented imagery and messaging is compelling, and this ad 
provided an image to make visual the claim in the text above our ad that “today there are 
solutions” to power plant pollution.  
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EFFECTIVE	  IN	  SOME	  CITIES	  



Air quality 
•  In previous Facebook paid ad projects related to energy and pollution we had seen good 

results using local skyline imagery to communicate visually about air quality and cutting 
pollution. We wanted to continue to explore this approach for Green for All’s survey 
question on power plant carbon pollution. It turned out to be effective nearly everywhere, 
but we learned some new lessons about what works and what doesn’t. 

•  Consider the pair of Facebook ads above with the Milwaukee skyline that we tested in 
Milwaukee. We tried the single-image clean air skyline version based on a similar 
approach having worked very well in another project in Salt Lake City. In Milwaukee, 
though, this single-image clean air version failed badly – but the side-by-side version 
shown at the top of the page worked very well, netting the #1 lowest cost per completed 
survey out of all ads we tried in Milwaukee.  

•  Why? Contrast and juxtaposition can be an effective way to up the impact of our 
visuals. It can be done through side-by-side images or also with image/word 
combinations in which the words provide the contrast or spark the viewer to see a 
compelling juxtaposition in their mind’s eye. In Salt Lake City, where residents 
experience many days with their city choked in a smoggy haze due to pollution and 
unique geography, we suspect that just showing a clean air day image was all that was 
needed for residents there to “see” the juxtaposition to the all-too-familiar dirty view in 
their mind’s eye. In Milwaukee, we needed to create a visual contrast in the ad itself.  

EFFECTIVE	  
(Milwaukee)	  
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NOT	  EFFECTIVE	  
(Milwaukee)	  



Air quality and clean energy  
•  Above are two of the other air quality ads we used, for Chicago and Cleveland. Both of 

these performed well, as did a similar clean/dirty skyline side-by-side that we used in 
Houston. The Cleveland version is notable for being the overall #1 best ad in Cleveland 
on cost per conversion.  

•  We’re pretty confident that we know why the side-by-side versions of these types of ads 
are effective, but why did the single image version in Cleveland work so well while a 
similar approach failed in Milwaukee? An obvious difference is the wind turbine front 
and center in the photo of downtown Cleveland – it’s a well-known sight in the city. So is 
this local Cleveland emblem of clean energy a proud landmark among some Clevelanders 
who strongly support clean energy? If so, did this ad jump out in particular to a set of 
residents already more disposed to be action-takers on our Air Pollution and Energy 
Survey? Did the wind turbine help by making this less about clean air generally and more 
about its multiple benefits?  

EFFECTIVE	  (Chicago)	  
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EFFECTIVE	  (Cleveland)	  

•  We have another clue from 
Cleveland that sheds some light – 
the effectiveness there of the solar 
vs. smokestack side by side ad 
shown at right. While this ad did 
okay in most cities, middle of the 
pack, in Cleveland it did better. It 
landed in the top two overall on 
lowest cost per conversion, just 
barely behind the skyline version. 
So it turned out that in Cleveland 
visuals depicting clean power 
generation (wind and solar) as the 
solution to pollution – or 
delivering the benefit of clean air 
– were a particularly strong way 
to engage and activate our 
audience. 

EFFECTIVE	  (Cleveland)	  



Health & kids 
•  Finally, we will look at two ads that both fell into the “somewhat effective” category, similar 

to the image of the man wiping sweat from his brow that we analyzed earlier.  

•  We used the health appeal ad at the top of the page as part of the Air Pollution and Energy 
Survey campaign in Detroit and Milwaukee. In both cities it generated good click rates but 
just modest conversion rates. In Detroit, though, it still performed second-best behind the 
solar jobs ad. In the end, we were impressed by the resonance of the health appeal given that 
the ad got the engagement it did even with a photo that could probably have been stronger. 
For example, it might have elicited greater impact if the woman had been looking more 
toward the camera or if the image contained some visible context or background to place 
it locally for our audiences. That said, there is a feel of authenticity in the image that likely 
helped; it does not look or feel staged or stock.  

•  While the health ad fared better than we anticipated, the one below it featuring the super 
close-up of the child’s face didn’t do as well as we expected. Responsibility to our children 
to tackle climate change consistently polls as a compelling message in opinion surveys. 
Would it be engaging as a Facebook ad? Would a child’s worried eyes be the right image to 
help deliver it with some emotional punch? Our results say “so-so.” Perhaps a child’s face 
all by itself is just too generic; maybe some additional visual context linking to health or 
climate change is necessary. It will take some more research using different image-text 
combinations in this appeal category to try to figure out. 

SOMEWHAT	  EFFECTIVE	  
(Detroit	  &	  Milwaukee)	  
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SOMEWHAT	  EFFECTIVE	  
(Philadelphia	  &	  Cleveland)	  



Photo credits 
All images not listed below are from a stock gallery or from the 
Wikipedia/Wikimedia commons. 
 
Page 5 
Chicago storm: Ed Fisher via Flickr/cc 
Detroit storm: Kevin Madden via Flickr/cc 
 
Page 6 
Hurricane aerial: NOAA/NASA GOES Project 
 
Page 7 
Hurricane aerial: NOAA-NASA GOES Project  
 
Page 8 
Storm: Eric Shoemaker via Flickr/cc 
Downed trees: Analog Robot via Flickr/cc 
 
Page 9 
Man wiping brow: U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs 
 
Page 10 
Firefighter: FEMA News Photo / Andrea Booher 
 
Page 11 
Firefighters: Joe Shlabotnik via Flickr/cc 
 
Page 13 
Milwaukee skyline in side by side: Indy Kethdy via Flickr/cc 
 
Page 14 
Chicago skyline (dirty): Yooperann via Flickr/cc 
Chicago skyline (clear): Daniel X. O’Neill via Flickr/cc 
Cleveland skyline: Dave Herholz via Flickr/cc 
 
Page 15 
Child: Sacca via Flickr/cc 
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